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The bellpulls are stitched on 32 count gauze, which is much easier to work on than you might
think (the holes are larger than those of 28 count evenweave, for instance). Try placing a piece
of dark fabric on your lap when stitching, to help the fabric threads of the gauze to show up, work
in a good light, and you should have no difficulty stitching one of these exquisite bellpulls. When
finished with the addition of the exclusive cast metal hanger, which is easily attached, your
finished bellpull will look brilliant!

Bellpull kits
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  1.  Acanthus
  2.  Alice (blue) §
  3.  Alice (green) §
  4.  Art Nouveau Tulip
  5.  Barbara (green) §
  6.  Berlin Woolwork §
  7.  Eleanor §
  8.  Daisy
  9.  Judith §
 10.  Sophie §
 11.  Summer Roses §
 12. Tabriz §
 13. Tree Of Life §
 14. Willow Pattern §

Stitched area 4½ x ½
ins, on 32 count silk

gauze using stranded
cotton.

Kit price £11.95
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Carpet kits and charts

Style codes for carpet and wallhanging kits

The style codes included in the above table and
throughout the catalogue are given as a guide to the
period when the type of design would have first come
into use.
It is worth remembering that if a carpet is, for example,
Georgian, it could feature in any house from that era
onwards.

A Aubusson  (French)
G Georgian (1714 - 1830)
M Modern (20th Century)
Med Medieval
O Oriental (eg. Chinese/Persian)
T Traditional
V Victorian ( 1837 - 1901)
WM William Morris (late Victorian)
AN Art Nouveau
AD           Art Deco

Judith 9 x 7¼ ins (23 x 18.5 cm) §
Style: G   Kit £24.50 Chart £12.25

Alison (charcoal) 4¼ x 2½ ins
(10.5 x 6.5 cm) Style: G
Kit £9.95 Chart £4.95

Alison (gold) 4¼ x 2½ ins
(10.5 x 6.5 cm) Style: G
Kit £9.95 Chart £4.95

Josie (blue) 7⅝ x 4¾ ins (19.5 x 12 cm)
Style: AN   Kit £20.95 Chart £10.50

Tara     9 x 6½ ins (23 x 16.5 cm)
Style: O   Kit £24.95 Chart £12.50

Our most popular carpet !


